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Narrative
Marginalized populations not only failed, but often also harmed, by the housing, child-welfare, educational and employment systems are at higher risk for mental illness; however, far too often, the mental health system, be it private or public, is not readily accessible, culturally responsive, or a reliable source of effective interventions for them. When untreated mental illness results in behaviors that do not conform to societal expectations, people from these populations are disproportionately funneled into the criminal justice system. Unlike the school system that suspends or expels them, the housing system that evicts them, the employment system that never hires or readily fires them, and the mental health system that denies or delays their treatment, the gates of the criminal justice system are always open. As such, it is a system where the marginalized and those disproportionately impacted by myriad structural and interpersonal traumas are grossly over-represented. It follows that an understanding of the biopsychosocial impacts of interpersonal and structural trauma are essential knowledge for anyone working in or collaborating with the criminal legal system.
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**Learning Objectives**

1. Apply the concept of structural trauma to populations with whom attendees regularly work.
2. Identify reasons for the over-representation of traumatized populations in the criminal legal system.
3. Describe the mental healthcare systems limitations in caring for those impacted by myriad structural traumas.